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FIA Position on Automated Driving



EU General Safety Regulation
Our recommendations

Focus efforts on establishing good human-machine
interaction to prevent critical decrease of attention
and misuse of automated functions

Promote the education, training, and awareness of
driving assistance technologies, including the safe
use of the systems’ functionalities

Our recommendations



EU General Safety Regulation
Our recommendations

Design automated functionalities with user-friendly
Human Machine Interfaces and sufficient lead time for
drivers to resume driving if necessary

Encourage data sharing between private and public
actors to make up-to-date, standardised digital maps
available

Our recommendations



FIA Preference

Build transparency to foster consumers’ trust in AI

Why? Because some AI systems and models are 
opaque, where decisions are not explainable

How? Through certification by type, real world testing 
and regulatory requirements 



FIA Preference

Certification by Type
Approval Authority

Real World Testing in type approval
and production compliance regimes

Regulatory requirements
including mitigations on risks

Classification of AI algorithms on 
AI risks and potential threats



Minimum Requirements on AI in Technology Neutral Mode

AI learning that derives from the driver must be resettable/changeable

AI related software updates must be transparent and user-friendly. The driver must be 
able to agree to updates which are not related to safety, security and environmental 
performance. 

It should be possible to test during the whole lifetime of the vehicle, if valid
AI software is installed. Detection of illegal cycle beating by AI software shall be
possible.



Minimum Requirements on AI in Technology Neutral Mode

AI development should take into account ethical aspects. The AI software shall 
treat all persons in the same ethical correct way.

Any AI should not harm people and should always act in such a way as to avoid 
and if not possible to avoid, then minimise damage.



FIA: Artificial Intelligence

Summary

Narrow Intelligence; task specific

Supervised learning; develop predictive models

Self-learning functions in operation not allowed

The Black Box approach is a critical methodology for safety

Type approval approach with real world testing, simulations and audits

Transparency for consumers on the AI capabilities

AI use must follow ethical and defensive approaches



Thank you for your attention!
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